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rings don't show up in list after rebuilding. wish i could get my money back for this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. I'm not going to say that this DLC is useless, but that's almost it.
This DLC won't be very very interesting but if you love Lotus.
It adds a Lotus Esprit S1 (looks kinda like a DMC-12) and a Lotus Elise S1 (the first Elise) and two engines, the first is the 1.8
Flat-4 from the Elise, developing on average 117hp, and the other is the 2.0 Flat-4 from the Esprit developing about 180hp.

The cars are not that interesting, same for the engines, and that are the only things this DLC adds. I would recommend you to
save money, but if you want to have all the DLCs for CMS 2018 of if you love Lotus, you do what you want.. My game wont let
me put in my I4 DOHC rebuilt engine nack into the car. Also the exhaust manifold dosnt ghost when adding parts. At least
make it so i can drive it around a but. BTW the car is te Lotus Elise. Please help!. I am happy that this game is growing, but its
only 2 cars, no visual tuning, no engine tuning
these kind of "mini DLCs" are starting to hurt my pocket as they are rather low on content for the price asked.
I am only buying them to support, but so far the game isn't improving the way and speed I was hoping for. Definitely a good
DLC, worth the price too. My favorite car here was obviously the Esprit, I'm so glad they added thsi classic to the game. It's nice
to have new engines added to the game awith more variety, maybe some modders will use 'em.
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